
Baalauréat, toutes séries Session de juin 2010Épreuve de setion européenneCritial Path Analysis (the gourmet setion)In the network below, alled a planning network, we are given information about making four mugs oftea. It shows the time taken for eah ativity and the order in whih the ativities would be performed.(The times given are not neessarily realisti !)
One our initial planning network is drawn and we are told how many people are available it has tobe redrawn to aommodate this. If there are two people, a possible improved version is shown below.The total time taken is 4 minutes and 45 seonds.
Solving a problem of this type, i.e. �nding a path satisfying partiular onditions, is alled ritialpath analysis. If we are given a list of ativities rather than a diagram we need to produe our own initialplanning network. For example, here is a list of ativities involved in laying a table : put out the utlery- put out the plates - put out the glasses - put out the table napkins - lay the table loth - put out themats for the glasses [. . . ℄ Adapted from Bostok & Chandler, Mathematis to level 10, Thorn, 1994.Questions1. Explain the di�erenes between the two diagrams. What if there was no �get out teapot� branh ?Can you redue time if there are three people ?2. a. Draw the planning network of the example of table-laying without onsideration of number ofpeople. Try to give the shortest network, knowing that several ativities ould be done at thesame time (if enough people are involved), but that napkins will be put in plae at the end.b. Here are the times taken for the various ativities : utlery 4 minutes, glasses 3 minutes, loth 2minutes, plates 1 minute, napkins 2 minutes, mats 3 minutes. There are three people available.How quik an the table be laid ?. Suppose there is only one person to lay the table. How long will it take ?
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